Abstract-In thi s paper, we propose a selective-repeat (SR) automatic repeat-request (ARQ) model for multi-source download scenarios and analyze their useful throughput that we refer to as good put. The multi-source scenario comprises a set of transmitters that send packets to a receiver. We characterize the forward channels from the transmitters to the receiver via a general hidden Markov model (HMM) and assume that the reverse channels from the receiver to the transmitter are lossless. To find the average good put of the network, we exploit the probability-generation function. We consider different packet transmission schemes, including un coded random, network coded and sliding window-based network coded packets, and contrast their performance. Our calcu lations show that using network coding in a multi-source scenario can increase the average good put, while sliding window-ba sed coding may also archive the theoretical maximum good put. We show that our multi-source approach avoids the straggler problem, therefore adding more transmitters to the network increases its throughout and the system does not get limited by the weake st transmitter. We also verify our analytic results with exten sive simulations.
I. I NTROD UCTIO N
Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ ) is a widely used error control method for data transmi ssions. It uses timeouts and acknowledgments (ACKs) to achieve reli able transmission over an unreliable channel and has several well known types includ ing Stop-and-wait ARQ , Go-Back-N ARQ , and selective-repea t (SR) ARQ. In case of SR ARQ , the transmitter sends packets without waiting for their ACK and only the lost packets are selectively retransmitted. ARQ has been applied in modern networks to boost their throughput and reliability [1], [2] and there are detailed analytical models to calcul ate its throughput: it has been shown that if the average packet-error rate is E, the throughput of SR ARQ with reli able feedb ack is I -E [3] . Y. J. Cho and C. K. UN analyzed different ARQ model s with forward and backw ard channels memory [4] and showed that error bursts have a significant impact on throughput. In [5] , Ausavapatt anakun and Nosr atinia suggested a more versatile, hidden Markov model (HMM) based approach for analyzing SR ARQ with a discrete channel model.
We have recently extended the work of Aus avapatt anakun and showed that using erasure coding, e.g.: random linear network codin g (RLNC) on ARQ channels model s may increa se 978-1-5386-8088-9/19/$31. 00 ©20 19 IEEE
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Budapest , 1111 Hungary {patrik.braun , peter.ekler} @aut.bme.hu the throughput by up to 40% [6] . M. Tomoskozi et al. showed their coded sliding window approach outperforms the ReedSolomon and other RLNC appro aches in per-packet delay [7] . J. K. Sund ararajan et al. introduced a network coded (NC) approach to transmission control protocol (TCP) and showed that their scheme achieve s a much higher throughput compared to TCP over a lossy link [8] .
Most of the ARQ appro aches work on a point -to-point basis that can be used in single-receiver single-transmitter networks, but they do not support multi-source scenarios. Multi -source download has a huge potential in future 5G networks, where users are using mobile networks to access bandwidth and delay intensive services, like video streaming. It has been shown through measurements that multi -source video streaming may help to meet this bandwidth and delay constraints, since it incre ases downlo ad throughput and reliability, and thereby the quality of service [9] . Furthermore, using network coded shared file system for multi -source download with four commercial cloud solutions may achieve up to five-fold incre ase in download speed compared to single-source download [10] . M. Sipo s showed a six-fold increa se in download speed by using four commercial clouds and a custom network coded protocol [11] . While these works show huge potential of multisource downlo ad, they mainly do it through measurement result s and lack a rigorou s analytical model.
In this paper, we propo se an SR ARQ model to analyze the multi -source network s, inspired by the point-to-point model in [5] and [6] . The analysis focuses on goodput, the useful throughput of the network. Our model cont ains N transmitters (with N orthogon al channels) and one recei ver. Our forward link is modeled by a hidden Markov model (HMM). We consider not only the conventional uncoded transmission schemes but also the rateless coded and sliding window -based codin g methods. We show that the sliding window -based coding may reach optim al goodput. The uncoded scheme also converges to the optim al goodput with the increase of the window size on the transmitter. Our results also show that applying ratele ss code s on the transmitted data may further increase goodput. Furthermore, the straggler probl em is a huge challenge in distributed system s [12] . Results also show that our approach avoids the straggler problem , thus increasing the number of transmitters, increase s goodput without gettin g limited by the weakest transmitter. We also compare our analysis with simulation results. To the best of our knowl edge, this paper In our analysis, we assume that the transmitters cannot communicate with each other, which makes the packet schedu ling transmitter # time "' :' ; sli-::-o:i t ---;--r~-:' ;-t-7+~-7-+--::+~--: : -+: =: +"!""-~+---+
B. Protocol Description
In our mode l, the source of a packet is not important as long as the receiver receive s that packet. Thus to avoid the race condition in a parallel multi-so urce system and make the ana lysis simpler, we assume for our analysis that the transmitters are scheduled in a ro und-robin fashion . In every time slot, only one transmitter sends a packet. The RTT for this round-robin model will be: k == N K c and also kr-->t == N KCr-->t and kt-->r == N Kct-->r' As a res ult of round -robin scheduling of the transmitters in ascending order, a packet received at time slot t is sent by transmitter:
and transm itter set ) sends :
kt(t ) == packet arrives or gets lost at the receiver at time t.
The life cycle of a packet is the following: I) packet scheduling and sending : In every time slot, a transmitter selects a packet from their w-sized window and sends it over their channel.
2) packet arriv es or gets lost : Receiver sends a feedback
Kct-->r time slots after the transmitter sent the packet, independent of whether the packet got lost or arrived at the receiver. 3) receiving the fe edback: KCr-->t later the feedback arrives at the transmitter, which updates its window content based on the feedback . Since a transm itter sends a packet in every time slot and the reverse link is perfect , transmitters receive an ACK or NACK in every slot as well. A transmitter selects a packet to send based on a pre-determined schedu ling method that is the same for every transmitter. We detail the different schedu ling methods in Section IV.
We do not consider conven tional SR ARQ protocol in our analysis since not all lost packets need to be retransmitted automatically: We use cumu lative feedback that contains all previo usly received packets at the receiver (from all transmitters). If a subset of the channels wants to transmit packet PI E L and it gets lost on some of the chann els, but received through at least one of the channels, all transmitters will receive an ACK corresponding to packet PI. Therefore, it is not necessary and also redundant to retransmit packet Pi on any of the channels. Fig. 2 gives an example of our round-robin transmission mode l.
forward link ----_ ---reverse link t 1 t j eras ure rate _ TX i transmiller i , , is the first to consider an HMM -based channel mode l, which also incorporates RLNC in a multi-source network scenario.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We foc us on multi-source network s, where there are N transmitters and only one receiver. Each transmitter has its own channel, but all transmitters have the same source data , i.e. the set of original packets: L == {PI , . . . ,pd, where L is the total number of packets. The rece iver aims to collect the set L We consider that the receiver has an infinite receive-side window. While each transmitter has acces s to all L packets, it also maintains a w-sized window, where w < L. An overview about the proposed multi-source system is shown in Fig. I .
A. Channel model
Each transmitter has an unreliable forward link (the channel from the transmitter to the receiver) and a lossless reverse link (the channel from the receiver to the transmitter) that does not interfere with other links. All links are delayed: we assume the round trip time (RTT) is fixed and is equa l for each transmitter and given by Kc == Kct-->r + Kcr-->t , where Kct-->r is the latency between the transmitter and the receiver, while KCr-->t is the latency between the receiver and the transmitter.
We mode l the erasures on the forward link with a hidden Markov mode l to make our solution applicab le to different types of channels, similarly to the work of Ausavapatt anakun and Nosratinia [5] . At every time slot, a transmitter sends a packet that may be delivered or lost due to an erasure. The outcome of a transmission through channel i , denoted by X;'), is a Bernoulli random variab le, taking values from X(i ) == {O, I}, where 0 and I corre spond to an erroneous and an error-free transmi ssion, respectively. The channel condition is mode l by a multistate Markov chain S;i), in which the states are S(i) == { I, ... , K (i)} , and its probabi lity transition matrix is p (i) . Each state S;i) == j ,j E S(i ) has a different error probability cy). We denote the set of these channel error probabi lities
e process t ' W tC IS dnven by the Markov proces s S;i) is a hidden Markov process and can be char acterized by { S (i ),
. diag{ I -c (i) } are the probabilities of losing and receiv ing a packet, respectively.
Note that PL,(i) + PR,(i) == P(i) .
Furthermore, our model does not use an explicit channel coding, but it can be applied on the top of a network that uses channe l coding. We assume that the underlying layers use some channe l coding that can indicate if a packet was lost. 
Transmitter N where I is the identity matri x. To calcul ate the PGF, we need to express lr/(i), the probability vector of event EU ,(i). In this case, it is lr/ (i) = lr(i)'Pu,(i), where lr(i) is the stationary vector of P (i ) and can be found by solving:
gains in the graph, since each link has multiple states because we use HMM to model them . A signal-flow graph is a diagram of directed branches between nodes to visually repre sent a system of equations. Nodes are variables of the equations, while the bran ches are the relationship s between the variables. Basic equiv alences, like parallel, series, self-loop can be used to simplify a flow graph [14] . A signal-flow graph with matrix branch tran smi ssions and vector node values is a matrix sign alflow graph (MSFG).
We con struct the MSFG in such a way that branch ga ins appear as pi" , where x is the random variable of interest and p is a prob ability. Thereby the graph represent s an equation system that is polynomial in z with coefficients that are the probabilities of a given value of x . This system of equations is the lE[zn], the probability generation function (PGF) for x. Fig. 3 shows the matrix flow graph of our tran smission model. In the figure , state I(i) repre sent s the tran smission of a new packet , while at state 0 (i), the feedback of event E U,(i ) is received at the transmitter i and the transmitter can upd ate its window accordingly.
Next, we calculate the transmi ssion time T that we define as the number of transmitted packets per DoF increase at the receiver. T can be calculated by using the matri x-generating function <DT(z ) . We get <DT,(i )( z ) by applying basic node reduction on the MSFG, similarly to [5] :
where 1 is the column vector of ones. Furthermore, let EF,(i) be the packet-failure rate: EF,(i) = lr(i)'PF,(i)1. Then PGF of ¢>T( Z) can be calculated by pre-and post-multiplying <DT(z) with a row and a column vector, respectively: (6) The average transmission time of tran smitter i , T(i ) 
'PU,(i ) = P(E U,(i » 'PF,(i) = P(E F,(i)
Based on (3), we construct a signal-flow graph [13] to model the goodput of individual channels. We use matrix bran ch challenging. We measure the receiver status with its Degrees of Freedom (DoF). DoF at the receiver incre ases if it receives a new, useful packet that contains new information. Due to the lack of cooperation, several tran smitters may schedule the same packet for transmission, and the recei ver may receive duplicate packets that do not increase its DoE Data download in our system has a push fashion inste ad of a centralized, receiver-driven pull fashion, because of the cumulative feedb ack and the lack of cooperation. Due to this push fashion , a tran smitter can schedule any not yet acknowledged packet without depending on other tran smitters. Therefore the system is not limited by the weakest transmitter and avoids the strag gler problem.
We focus on estimating the goodput of a multi -source system in our analysis. We define goodput as the number of DoF increases at the receiver per sent packet. We distin guish goodput I](i) E [0, I] for channel i and goodput I] E [0,N ] for the whole system.
III. A NALYSI S
In this section we describe a method for analy zing the overall and per channel avera ge goodput of a system with N transmitters. First, we detail the possible outcomes of packet tran smi ssion .
In the forw ard channel, during transmi ssion , a packet can get:
: the event that a packet is lost with PL,(i) probability on channel i , 2) ER ,(i ) (received) : the event that a packet is recei ved with PR,(i) probability on channel i.
During scheduling time, a transmitter might schedule a packet that is: I ) Epu,(i) (potentially useful) : the event that given ER,(i), the packet will incre ase the DoF at the receiver, 2) Epo,(i) (pot entially dupli cate): the event that given ER,(i), the packet will not increase the DoF at the receiver.
If the packet is received, it might be
3) E U,(i ) (useful) : the event that a packet is successfully received on channel i and incre ases the DoF at the receiver, 4) EO,(i) (duplicate): the event that a packet is successfully received on channel i, but does not increase the DoF at the receiver.
Event EL,(i) and EO,(i) are equivalent, since in both cases receiver doe s not receive new DoFs in that time slot. Therefore, these two events can be combined into a single event:
5) EF,(i) (jail) : packet was lost, or it was received on channel i, but does not increase the DoF at the receiver.
Using these events, we define the following two main probabilities: if ER,(s(l» otherwise,
else if EpO,(s(t-i », and
a E {O, I}k, aj ='
where 'Pr(v) is:
and they may be expressed the following way :
As (\2) shows , a packet is usefu l with probabi lity 'Ppu(v) if it is received and fails with probability 'Ppo(v) if received or with probability I if lost. To calc ulate 'Ppu(v) and 'Ppo(v) , the following quantities need to be expressed:
Note that all probabilities with v as parameter, now implicit ly depends on the transmitter, since v = [ VI . . . vtl is the input of the function and on ly transmitter i = set) may transmit at time t . Therefore, we can also omit the transm itter from 'PU(i)(t) and 'PF,(i)(t) and express them as follows:
The probabi lities 'Pcu(v) and 'PeF(V) depend on the probability of a packet being potentially useful or duplicate: also the probability of that given condition. To obtain 'PU(i) and 'PF,U), we define the followin g quantities at time t: 
----------------------.,
To better understand our methodology, let us consider the following example for N = 2, k = 8, as show n in Fig. 4 . In this example, we are interested in calc ulating the probability that the packet received at time t = I I from transmitter I is useful. We know that the receiver obtained u = 2 packets from tran smitter 2 in the last k = 8 time slots. The packet at time t = II may be a dup licate of any of those 2 useful packets. The Packet at time t = 9 from transmitter I is a potentially dup licate with any of the packets from transmitter 2 between time slots [2, 8] . If it is a duplicate of the packet at time t = 6, our investigated packet at time t = I I may only be a duplica te (if it is a duplicate at all) with packet at time 10. Rest of this section uses this methodology to express 'PU(i) and 'PF,U) as a function of t thro ugh sever al steps . At every step , we express the probability of a packet being useful or to fail (is duplica te or lost) based on a given condition and lThroughout our analysis we do not use forward error correction , therefore packet P will be only rescheduled for transmi ssion if a NACK for packet p is rece ived.
2Since k = NKc, thus (N mod k ) = 0
A. Calculating the probabili ty ofsendin g a useful packet 'Pu.U) and a packet failure 'P";(i)
Whe ther a packet p, received at time t is poten tially useful depe nds on ly on the last k time slots : Packet p, is sent at time t s = t -k H r , since the transmitter-receiver latency is k H r . Transmitter s(ts ) has a feedback that contains information from time t s -kr->l = t -k, since the receiver-transmitter latency is kr->l (i). Furthermore, transmitters can also keep records of prev ious ly sen t packets (ii) . Since the transmitters may not cooperate, a transmitter may on ly use information (i) and (ii) to sched ule a packet for transmission.
Using the feedback from time t -k, it is guaranteed that a transm itter will not send a packet that would be a duplicate of packets before time t -k , but it has no information abo ut the packets after that time . Therefore it may schedule duplicates with them . We ass ume tha t a tran smitter does not schedule packets that are duplica tes with its previously sent packetsI. Th us, a packet at time t will not be useful only if it has the same information as any of the useful packets in the last k time slots. There may be u E [0, k -!f] useful packets/ sent by transmitters j , j *-set) between time slots t -k and t.
We next investigate the number of potentially duplicates sent by transmitter set). If the packet from trans mitter set) is a potentially dup licate of a useful packet from any transmitter j, j *-set), then the probability is higher that the packet at time t is useful (since if a dup licate packet was already transmitted by transmitter set) in the last k time , it will not retransmit that packet. Thus it is more likely to choose a useful packet).
'Pdp (a, b) = P(Edp(a,s». 'Pdp (a, b) and 'Poutcome(v, a, b) can be expre ssed in the followin g way :
IV. SC HE DU LING METHODS
In this section, we enumerate several packet scheduling strategies. We calculate 'Psu(a, b) and 'Pso(a, b) , that are required to calculate the average goodput in (17) , corresponding to a given scheduling method.
As describ ed in Section II, transmitters maintain a w-sized window. We consider a mo ving window instead of a sliding window that we define the following way: If a packet get s removed from the window, the next available packet will be picked from the L source data to fill the window. Therefore, the window con stantly contains w packets:'. We assume L is large enou gh , so that there are always enough packets to fill the window, which is the case in a streaming scenario.
A. Suffic ient genie scheme
We introduce a sufficient genie scheduling strategy to find the optimal goodput of a system with the given channel properties. It is not a full genie , since it only focu ses on sending the perfect packet regarding usefulness, but packets might be lost on the channel. Therefore, 'Psu(a, b) = 1 and
Usin g a genie, the transmitter-ch annel pairs can be decoupled and analy zed independently. The average goodput of transmitter i only depends on the loss prob ability PL,(i ) ' Following the steps in [5] , the average goodput of a channel i is:
The presented equ ation s in this section do not dep end on the method how a transmitter selects a packet for tran smi ssion , but to calcul ate 'Psu(a, b) and 'Pso(a, b) , one also ha s to consider the applied packet scheduling method. We detail that in the next section. Furthermore, our matri x-flow graph approach to calculate the average goodput is onl y applicable if lim 'Pu(t)
t-s-vco
and lim 'Pp(t) exist.
The overall average goodput of the system for N tran smit -
B. Uncoded random scheme
In this approach , tran smitters select a not-in -flight" packet uniformly at random from their send window for tran smi ssion . We can express 'Psu(a, b) and 'Pso(a, b) in the followin g way :
Using eqs. (13) to (16 ), we can express 'Ppu (v) :
where x means the value at that position will not be used durin g our calculations, but to simplify our formulas , we assume its value to be O. pkt(i) == pkt(j) means that two packets are interchangeable, i.e., they increase the DoF at the receiver by at most one . Vector a represents the useful packets received from transmitter j ,j "* set ) between time slots [t-k ,t] , b represents the potentially duplicates with any useful packet between [t -k , t] and received from transmitter s(t) between time slots [t -k ,t] .
We define the probability that there is a useful packet with a given a = [a i , ' .. , ak] for every potentially duplicate packet
We also define 'Poutcome(v,a, b ) as the probability of a and b is the outcome between time slots [t -k, z] :
Furthermore, we define 'Psu(a, b) and 'Pso(a, b) , the probabilities of a packet at time t being useful or duplicate, respectively, conditioned on a and b:
where~is the number of packets in flight from one tran smitter, and the summation gives how many useful packets were sent by transmitter i . j "* set ) in the last k time slot in such a way that the transmitter set ) has not sent any potentially duplicate packet to those packets.
3The packet in our window may not be con secutively cho sen and there is no limit on the maximum time a packet can spend in the window. 4 A packel is in flight when it is sent, bUI feedback has not been received.
C. Rateless RLNC coded schemes 
Note that if k :0:; w, all received packets will be useful , therefore the strategy would have the same goodput as the suffic ient genie scheme.
Comparing this solution to the ratele ss RLNC coded strategies, sliding window achieves optimal performance with coding less or equal packets together, thereby using less CPU cycles, since we usu ally have k « L. On the other hand, with rateless coding the random seed can be shared between the transmitter and the receiver, while with sliding window the coefficient vector need s to travel in the packet payload.
V. N UM ERICAL RE SULTS
We computed the numerical results for our model by using a two state Gilbert-Elliot (GE) channel model [18] for the forw ard link of the tran smitters. The state-transition matrix of the channel is given by:
where the first row corresponds to the good (G ) state and the second to the bad (B) state. The channel error probability is E(i) = { E~) , E~) } = {a, I} . The packet loss rate Ep,(i) can be calcul ated from E(i) and the stationary vector of P (i ) as shown in Section III. We use our simul ator testbed to analyze the goodput of our data scheduling schemes. Each simulation was run 1000 time s, and an aver age is calculated from them . We compare our simulations and numerical results and they show simil ar trends.
RLNC creates linear combinations of original packets with randomly chosen coefficients. It may be applied to the transmitted data to reduce the probability of receiving duplicate packets. RLNC has recoding ability and can work as a rateless code over a fixed set of packets [11] or as a sliding window code over a changing set of packets [15] .
In this scheme, we use RLNC in a rateless coding way : packets are grouped into generations, creating altogether G E Z+ gene rations with g E Z + packets in each. Network coding is applied to each of the generations. Each transmitter groups the packets in the same way, but uses a different random seed to generate the line ar combinations. In our analysis, we assume that the field size used is high enough such that the probability of two encoded packets being linearly dependent goes to zero [16] . The receiver feedback contains the rank of a generation instead of information about an individual packet, where the rank equals the DoF of a given gene ration.
The transmitter window contains G w =~generations". In every time slot, a transmitter chooses one generation from its window to create an encoded packet from and sends it over the channel. The selection of a generation may be based on different approaches. In this paper, we investigate a random and a rarest first generation selection schemes.
In both cases, 'f'su(a, b) and 'f'so(a, b) depend on the probability of transmitter set) choosing the generation y for tran smis sion and its rank at time slot t . Calculating these probabilities is not part of this paper. We instead show the goodput of applying network coding in a multi-source environment throu gh simulations in Section V.
1) Random generation selection scheme: Tran smitters choose a gene ration for transmission uniformly at random.
2) Rarest first generation selection scheme: Tran smitters approximate the rank of the generations an the receiver and choose the one that hase the least rank. The approximation is based on two components: 1) the feedback that represents the receiver state k r->t time slots ago, 2) the sent packets by that given transmitter. We call this stra tegy rarest generati on first strategy, referring to the rarest piece fir st algorithm in BitTorrent [17] .
One should note two special cases that apply for both generation selection approaches: 1) if g = 1, the goodput will be identical with the uncoded random schemes. 2) if L = w = g, the goodput will be identical with the suffic ient genie scheme, since all received packet will be useful.
D. Coded sliding window scheme
In case of the network coding slidin g window [15] scheme, a tran smitter encodes all the packets in its window with RLNC. The recei ver feedback contains information about the successfully decoded packets. The probability of receiv ing a useful packet is the following : 5To keep the analysis simple, we ass ume L mod g = w mod g = O. Fig. 7 shows that apart from the suffic ient genie and the coded sliding window scheme, that have the achie vable maximum goodput, window size has a high impact on goodput: small window size causes a significant goodput decrease, since the transmitters have a smaller set of packets to choose from. As the figure also shows, in case rarest fir st generation selection scheme, goodput also depends on the combination of the window size and the generation size. 
VI. C O NCL USI O N
In this paper, we proposed an SR ARQ model for multisource single-receiver download. The model uses lossy forward links that are modeled with a hidden Markov process. We used a matrix signal-flow graph approach to calculate the probability generation function of the good put, and to analyze the average goodput of a multi-source download system.
We compared numerical results with simulation results for several packet scheduling approaches, including the uncoded and network coded approaches. Our results show that rateless network coding techn iques can boost goodput, while network coded sliding window may achieve optimal performan ce. We also showed that our multi-source approach avoids the straggler problem, therefore adding new transmitter s to the network increases the goodput.
In this paper, we analyzed a moving window approach does not set any constraints on the packet delay. As future work, we
Higher RTT values have a negative impact on goodput, as Fig. 6 shows. Rarest fi rst generation selection scheme may perform better compared to the uncoded random, but the gain depend s on both generation size and RTT. With low RTT, the bigger generation size, while with high RTT the smaller generation size performs better.
Increasing the number of transmitter s increases overall average goodput, but increases the chance of sending duplicate packets for the uncoded random scheme or the rateless RLNC coded schemes, as Fig. 5 shows, since the difference between the achievable maximum and the actual throughput increases. Fig. 6 . Goo dput for transmitters N = 3, packe t loss rate <' F, (i ) = 0.1, window size w = 24 and burst rate r = 0.3.
